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A NOTE ON A GENERATING FUNCTION FOR THE 
GENERALIZED HERMITE POLYNOMIALS I) 
BY 
H. M. SRIVASTAVA 
(Communicatod by Prof. C . .r. BOUWKAMl' at the mooting of May 22, 1976) 
Several generating-function relations involving the polynomials g~(x), and their 
natural generalization r~(x), are discussed. A hitherto seemingly unnoticed fact 
on the equivalence of certain known generating functions is a.lso pointed out. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
It is fairly easy to observe that one of the Gould-Hopper generalizations 
of the classical Hermite polynomials Hn(x), viz. [I, p. 58, Eq. (6.2)] 
(1.1 ) [nlpl n' g~(x, A) = ! k '( _. k) , AkXn- pk, 
k-O • n P . 
or equivalently, 
(1.2) g~(x,A)=xnpFo[LI(p; -n); -;A(-p/X)P], p~l, 
is contained in the more general Brafman polynomials defined earlier by 
(cf. [2], p. 186) 
(1.3) B::[IXt, .. . , IX,; (h, ... , fJ,; x]= 
=p+rF,[LI(p; -n), IXt, ... , IX,; fJI, ... , fJ,: x], 
where p is a positive integer, LI(p; - n) abbreviates the set of p parameters 
-njp, - (n-l)jp, ... , - (n-p+ I)jp, 
and for nOIUlegative integers rand 8, rF, denotes the generalized hyper-
geometric function defined by 
( ~ (IXI)m ... (IX,)m xm 1.4) rF,[IXl, ... ,IXr;fJl, .. ·'fJ,;x]= ~ (fJ) (R) mi.' 
",-0 1 m ••• ". m 
l) Supported, in pa.rt, by NRC grant A·7353. This work was oarried out at 
the University of Glasgow while the author was on sabbatioal leave from the 
University of Victoria. 
For a prelimina.ry report on this pa.per see Notices Amer. Math. Soo. 23 (1976), 
p. A- 485, Abstract # 76T-B127. 
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with, as usual, 
(1.5) 
At least two further special cases of the Gould-Hopper polynomials 
(1.1) have since appeared in the literature. One of these special cases 
happens to have formed the subject-matters of a series of papers by 
M. Lahiri, who considered the polynomials H n,m,lI(X) defined by (cf., e.g., 
[3], p. 118, Eq. (3.2)) 
(1.6) Hn,m,lI(X)=(vx)nmFo[LJ(m; -n); -; -(-m/vx)m], 
where m is a positive integer. 
Indeed, we have the obvious connections given by 
(1. 7) Hn,m,lI(x)=vngr:(x, -1)=g::'(vx, -1). 
The other special case of (1.1) was considered subsequently by L. R. 
Bragg [4], who investigated certain interesting properties of the poly-
nomials g~(x) generated by 
(1.8) 00 tn exp (pxt - tP) = ! g~(x),. 
,,-0 n. 
Thus it is readily verified that 
(1.9) !fn(x)=g~(px, -1), 
which shows that the polynomials g~(x) are essentially equivalent to the 
Gould-Hopper polynomials g~(x, A) in their special case when A = - 1; we 
also have 
(1.10) H n,m,lI(X) = gr:(vx/m) =vngr:(x/m). 
A recent paper by B. B. Saha [5] investigates thetfollowing generating 
function for the polynomials !fn(x): 
(1.11) exp (pxt-tP) = ,,~o g~(A.x+ (t/A)p-l (1 -AP)/p) (t~r ' 
which is attributed to M. K. Das, who derived it from the view-point of 
certain continuous transformation groups. Both of these authors seem 
to have claimed (1.11) to be a generalization of the fundamental generating 
function (1.8); in fact, (1.11) does yield (1.8) upon setting A= 1. 
In the present note we first point out the hitherto seemingly unnoticed 
fact that the generating function (1.11) is equivalent to, and not a gener-
alization of, the generating function (1.8). We then give two other gener-
ating functions for the polynomials g~(x) and show that a generating 
function like (1.11) is possessed also by a substantially more general class 
of functions defined by equation (4.2) below. 
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We remark in passing that the interest in the polynomials g~(x) and 
their various properties stems from their connection to the initial-value 
problem: 
( 1.12) ()u(x, t) 
bt 
i)pu(x, t) 
()xP u(x, 0) = q,(x) . 
Indeed, if c!>(x)=x1l , the solution of (1.12) at time t is given by (cf. (4], 
p. 348) 
(1.13) u(x, t) = ( - t)1I /p g~( xlp( - t)1Ip). 
2. EQUIVALENCE OF (1.8) AND (1.11) 
Put 
(2.1) tP[x, t] = pxt - tP, 
where, as before, p is an arbitrary positive integer, and let 
(2.2) ~(x, t)=Ax+tP-1(1-Ap)/p, 
or equivalently, 
(2.3) ~(x, tlA) = Ax + p-l(tIA)P-l- Ap-1tP- 1. 
From (2.1) and (2.3) it follows fairly easily that 
(2.4) tP[x, t] = tP[E(x, tl).), tl).], 
which exhibits the fact that the funotion tP[x, t] is invariant when x and 
t are replaced by ~(x, tf).) and t/)., respeotively. 
Thus the fundamental generating funotion (1.8), with x and t replaced 
by E(x, tf).) and tlA, respectively, would at once yield its so-called gener-
alization (1.1 I ). On the other hand, if in (1.11) we first replace x throughout 
by - x + [x - ~(x, t/)')]/A, and then t by At, we shall immediately arrive 
at the generating function (1.8). 
This evidently completes our demonstration of the equivalenoe of the 
generating functions (1.8) and (l.Il) . 
.. 
3. OTHER GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
In the generating function (1.8) if we replace t by zt, multiply both 
sides by za-l exp ( - z), and take their Laplace transforms, using the 
elementary integral 
00 
(3.1) J za-l exp (-flZ)dz=r(a)fl-, Re «(1»0, Re (1}»0, 
o 
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we shall obtain the divergent generating function 
(3.2) ! (a~"g~(x)tn "-' (l-pxt)-a pFo[L1(p; a); -; -tPj(l-pxt)P], 
.. -0 n. 
where a is an arbitrary complex number. 
A further generalization of this last generating function (3.2) is given by 
(3.3) l 00 tn 00 ! L1" ~(x)"I = ! L1 pk .. -0 n. k-O • rF,[lXI +pk, ... , lXr+pk; /h +pk, ... , p,+pk; pxt] ( -tP)kjkl, 
where, for convenience, 
(3.4) 
and, as before, rand 8 are nonnegative integers, it being understood that 
an empty product in (3.4) is interpreted as 1. 
Evidently, (3.2) would follow from (3.3) in the special case when 
r - 1 = 8 = 0 and lXI = a. Moreover, if in (3.2) we replace t by tja and proceed 
to the limit as 10'1 -,)- 00, we shall recover the fundamental generating 
function (1.8). 
Our derivation of (3.3) is rather straightforward; use is made here of 
the explicit representation (1.1) in conjunction with the relationship (1.9). 
We omit details. 
We should rema.rk that generating relations analogous to (3.2) and 
(3.3), involving certain general classes of functions, may be found in our 
earlier paper [6]. 
4. AN INTERESTING GENERALIZATION 
Since q>[x, t], defined by (2.1), is invariant when x and t are replaced 
by E(x, tj).) and tj)., respectively, it would seem natural to consider a class 
of functions y:(x) generated by G(q>[x, t]), where 
00 
(4.1) G(z)= ! Cnzn, Co¥O. 
.. -0 
Thus we have 
(4.2) 00 ttl ! y:(x) "I =G(pxt-t11), 
,,-0 n. 
where p is an arbitrary positive integer; furthermore, as an analogue of 
the generating function (1.11), we find that 
(4.3) G(pxt - t11) = ! y:().x+ (t/).)fJ-1 (1- ).11)/p) (tj~)" . 
,,-0 n. 
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This last formula (4.3) is equivalent to (and not a generalization of) 
the generating function (4.2), in spite of the obvious fact that (4.2) is 
derivable from (4.3) by setting A= 1. Notice, however, that (4.2) and (4.3) 
are elegant generalizations of the generating functions (1.8) and (1.11), 
respectively, since the coefficients en in the power series (4.1) are arbitrary. 
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